Due to the increase in the number of classes and the decrease in the semantic differences between classes, fine-grained classification of Named Entities is a more difficult task than classic classification of NEs. Using only simple local context features for this fine-grained task cannot yield a good classification performance. This paper proposes a method exploiting Multi-features for fine-grained classification of Named Entities. In addition to adopting the context features, we introduce three new features into our classification model: the cluster-based features, the entityrelated features and the class-specific features. We experiment on them separately and also fused with prior ones on the subcategorization of person names. Results show that our method achieves a significant improvement for the fine-grained classification task when the new features are fused with others.
Introduction
The named entity categories defined by the classic Named Entity Classification (NEC) task are coarse grained, typically PERS, LOC, ORG, MISC. The results obtained from coarse grained NEC are insufficient for complex applications such as Information Retrieval, QuestionAnswering or Ontology Population. Consequently, some researchers turn to address the problem of recognizing and categorizing fine-grained NE classes. Fleischman (2001) presents a preliminary study on the subcategorization of location names, and more recent work focuses on the subcategorization of person names (Fleischman et al., 2002; Giuliano, 2009; Asif Ekbal et al., 2010) .
Fine-grained NEC (FG-NEC) is a more difficult task than classic NEC, due to the increase in the number of classes and the decrease in the semantic differences between classes. The classic NEC can yield a good classification performance using only simple local context features. While for the FG-NEC, just using these features is far from enough to meet the requirements.
Take the following sentence for example, "Dennis Rodman, a close friend of Pippen's who won three NBA Champions with Jordan's Bulls, was shocked to hear of Pippen's comments.", Based on the context information "NBA Champions", it is easy to recognize "Pippen" as an athlete. However for the person "Dennis Rodman", using simple context information is difficult to classify it. Therefore FG-NERC needs extended context and semantic features. Acquiring more context information from other related entity mentions in the same text for each entity mention (like "Pippen" for "Dennis Rodman") and extracting the class-specific feature words (like "NBA Champions" for athlete) may improve the classification results.
In addition, many prior works indicate that the performance of the model just using the lexical features is always limited by the data sparsity. Classic bag-of-words model does not work when there are few matching terms between feature word vectors. For example, there are two context word sets: set1={kitten, nyc} and set2={cat, new, york}. There is no similarity between the terms in each set. Address this limitation, prior works use word clusters from large unannotated corpora as additional features (Ang Sun et al., 2011) . These features have been proved to be very useful for alleviating such data sparsity problem. Inspired by this, we also intend to introduce this cluster-based features into our model.
Combining these motivations, we present a method exploiting Multi-features for fine-grained classification of NEs in this paper. The only input data for our algorithm is a few manually annotated entities for each class. In addition to adopting the context word features and the word sense disambiguation features proposed by prior work, this paper puts forward three new features: the cluster-based features, the entity-related features and the class-specific features.
Our work presented here concentrates on the subcategorization of person names, since the previous researches have indicated that the classification of person names which relies on much more contextual information are often more challenging. The person instances are already identified as entities, and only being classified into the fine-grained classes here. We choose Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) model 1 which has already been widely used for a variety of NLP tasks, and proven to be a viable and competitive algorithm in the classification domain. In the following sections, we will describe the proposed features in detail.
Features

Context Features
Context words are the most frequently used features in the prior work. This is based on the assumption that entities occurring in similar contexts belong to the same class. In order to exclude the interference of unrelated words, we extract the words within a window for each entity mention. Only three individual word tokens and their PoS tags before and after the occurrence of the mention will be added into the feature set. In this paper, a context word and its PoS tag are tied together as an ensemble feature. For an entity mention W i , its context words will be represented as:
Cluster-based Features
Bag-of-words model cannot deal with synonyms. To address this flaw, some work took advantage of the cluster-based features. The preliminary idea of using word clusters as features was presented by Miller et al. (2004) , who augmented name tagging training data with hierarchical word clusters generated by the Brown clustering algorithm (Peter F. Brown et al., 1992 ) from a large unlabeled corpus.
Ang Sun et al. (2011) use the Brown algorithm to generate the word clusters as additional features which are applying to improve the performance of the relation extraction system. They use the English portion of the TDT5 corpora as their unlabeled data for inducing word clusters. The result of this word clusters is a binary tree. A particular word can be assigned a binary string by following the path from the root to itself in the tree, assigning a 0 for each left branch, and a 1 for each right branch. Each word occupies a leaf in the hierarchy, but each leaf might contain more than one word. The example bit strings of word clusters can be seen from In our work, we directly adopt this word clusters result supplied by Ang Sun et al. (2011) 2 to expanding the context features. Without further processing, we exploit the smallest granularity of clusters, just considering the leaf node in the binary tree in our method. For the features extracted in Section 2.1, if a feature word can be found as a leaf in the binary tree, the bit string of this leaf will be added as the additional features into the final feature set.
Entity-Related Features
The traditional classification methods focus only on the local context features described in Section 2.1. Actually, the local context might not provide sufficient information. In order to improve the performance of fine-grained classification, we want to find more context information. Gale et al. (1992) state and quantify the observation that words strongly tend to exhibit only one sense in a given discourse or document. Inspired by the view, we discover that in the same passage the person instances appearing together are very likely belong to the same class. We expect to take advantage of this regularity to obtain more contexts for each entity mention.
Looking back to the example mentioned in Section 1, for the person "Dennis Rodman", there is no useful local contextual information and we can hardly recognize it as an athlete. However, in that sentence, appearing together with another person "Pippen" which can be easily identified as an athlete is a clue that "Dennis Rodman" is an athlete too.
Entity-related features are selected based on the assumption that if two entity mentions A and B often appear together in the same passage, then A and B are most likely to be the instances of the same class. Before feature sets construction, we can add the local context features of A into the feature set of B, and vice versa. From such features expanding process, each mention will obtain more sufficient context information. We extract entity-related features as follows: 
Related contexts. For an entity mention A and the text T that contains A, if another mention B appears in T and the distance between
Class-Specific Features
For the classification task, the feature words representing the semantic information for each class are very important. Similar to the example mentioned in Section 1, the person "Pippen" co-occurs in the context with "NBA Champions", we know the proper word "NBA Champions" always co-occurs with the athlete instances rather than other class instances, so we regard this proper word as a class-specific feature for class athlete.
Therefore, we create the class-specific word sets for each class. The class-specific word set for a class is a list of words, in which each word is given a class-specific score denoting its ability to indicate the relevant class. Each class-specific word set constructs a relevant domain resource for the corresponding class.
Afterwards, we will describe how to choose the class-specific feature word sets for each class. These feature words are derived from the context word features described in Section 2.1. For all unigrams in a window of 3 surrounding the entity mentions in the entire training data, only nouns and verbs are kept as the candidate class-specific feature words. In our work, the same word with different PoS tags will be regarded as different ones. Assuming that there are n classes, namely 12 n C C C , the class-specific score of the candidate word m for the class C j is computed as follows. Frequency m represents the frequency of the word m co-occurring with instances of class C j ; the denominator is the frequency of m co-occurs with all class instances. For the class C j , only those candidate words of which class-specific scores exceed the threshold t are kept; the retained words constitute the class-specific word set for C j . In our experiments, the threshold t is empirically set to 0.8.
This weight formula shows that the word occurring with instances of the specific class C j more times than other class instances will achieve a bigger score. This word represents strong semantic domain information for C j . We know the domain distribution knowledge is very important for classification. If a mention co-occurs with this word, it would be very likely an instance of C j . After constructing the class-specific word sets (see Table 2 ), we define a binary feature for each class that checks whether the context of entity mention W i contains the word in the relevant classspecific word set. If context words surrounding W i hit the word in the class-specific feature set of C j , the binary feature corresponding to C j is set to 1.
Class
Experiments
Experimental Settings
We test our approach on UKWAC 3 ( M. Baroni et al., 2009 ), a 2 billion word English corpora constructed from the Web limiting the crawl to the .uk domain which has been PoS-tagged and lemmatized. The input person instances for each class are the same as used by Giuliano (2009) based on the People Ontology defined by Giuliano and Gliozzo (2008) . The ontology extracted from WordNet is arranged in a multi-level taxonomy with 21 fine-grained classes, containing 1,657 distinct person instances. The taxonomy has a maximum depth of 4.
We extract all entity mentions together with their contexts in the entire corpus. All the contexts in which NEs occur are randomly partitioned into two equally sized subsets. One is used for training and the other for testing, and vice versa. Like other hierarchical classification tasks, the hypernym classes contain all instances of their hyponym classes when constructing the datasets. For example, Mozart is an instance of class Musician and also regarded as an instance of Artist.
The evaluation for hierarchical classification tasks is more complicated. The serious misclassification errors (e.g., an entity mention of class Musician is classified as the irrelevant class Writer) will be treated differently as the minor errors (e.g., an entity mention of class Musician is classified as the super-class Artist). In this paper we use the evaluation metric proposed by Melamed and Resnik (2000) .
Experimental Results
We take the model only applying the context features as the baseline, and try to observe the different performance of mixing other features described in Section 2 with the context features. The results are reported in Table 3 Table 3 , the performances of all the composite feature sets are better than the baseline. The baseline using only local context features has the worst performance, achieving an F 1 value of about 50.8%. However, for the coarse grained classification of NEs, currently proposed works (William J. Black et al., 2009) show that using these local context features can achieve an F 1 value of above 80%. In Table 3 , the model combining all the features achieves the best performance, a Micro-F 1 of about 79.6%.
Comparison among different features: According to Table 3 , the composite feature set applying the class-specific features overperforms the others. Let us review the definition of these features. Class-specific features are words that we extract for each class. Each word is given a class-specific score denoting its ability to indicate the relevant class. Actually, these words construct a relevant domain resource for the classification task. Therefore, using these feature words can improve the performance significantly. Since the cluster-based features and entityrelated features attempt to expand more information from just the local context window words, the performance of them is not as good as class-specific features. The cluster-based features can expand lexical representation of the feature words. The entity-related features bring in wider contexts through expanding the features from other related entity mentions. For the fine-grained classification task, larger contexts are expected to be employed. For this reason, when the clusterbased features and entity-related features are introduced, their performance is still better than the baseline in Table 3 .
Comparison on different levels: Then, we want to evaluate the classification performance on different levels of granularities. According to the People Ontology, the general class person is on the level 1. Table 5 shows the levels which each class belongs to. For each level, both training and test entity mentions belong to the classes from the topmost level to the current level. Ekbal et al. (2010) use an unsupervised pattern-based method to automatically construct a gold standard dataset for this task, the system solely using the context features achieves the F 1 value of 82.6%. They also use UKWAC as their corpus. However, the automatically generated training and test datasets are only based on the appositional patterns, not including all the mentions which can be found in context. These datasets are not representative. Because of different settings and corpus used, the comparison is not convincing. Nevertheless, our experimental results demonstrate that combining these multi-features can achieve a better performance for NEs classification. 
Conclusion and perspectives
This paper presents a method exploiting multi-features for fine-grained classification of Named Entities. We test our approach on UKWAC corpus and classify a candidate entity instance into one of a multi-level taxonomy with 21 fine-grained classes. We experiment on the different composite feature sets and compare the performance on different levels. The results show that these features are useful for this fine-grained classification task.
The remaining problem is that the instance seeds as input should be unambiguous. We need to manually specify them. Though Asif Ekbal et al. (2010) propose a method to automatically construct a dataset, the entity mentions are extracted based only on appositional patterns. The dataset dose not include all the mentions which can be found in context. In order to automatically build training examples for NEs classification, we consider applying more class labels and using these labels to extract the unambiguous entities. This is based on the assumption that ambiguous entity instances for one class always have common labels with other classes.
